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Abstract
Helping is an inherently cooperative behavior, but the cog-
nitive mechanisms underlying this behavior remain relatively
underexplored. In this paper, we introduce a novel gamified
paradigm for understanding a variety of cognitive behaviors
associated with helping. Principals are assigned secret goals in
a block-based grid (e.g., move all blue blocks to room C), and
helpers can either pass their turn or make a move that could
help the principal. We show that principals make useful and
pragmatic first moves and helpers accumulate evidence over
time before initiating a helpful move. We also introduce a
preliminary set of computational models based on recursive
pragmatic inference and utility maximization that attempt to
account for these behavioral findings.
Keywords: helping; assistance; pragmatic inference;
Bayesian reasoning

Introduction
Imagine that you are preparing for a long-distance move. As
you are packing, a helper that you hired to assist with the
move arrives. But there’s a catch: the helper does not speak
your language and can only observe and learn from your ac-
tions. How do you communicate your goals to the helper, in
a way that helps them assist you effectively? Now consider
the perspective of the helper. Armed with the knowledge that
some things need to be moved but no clear goal, they heav-
ily rely on your actions to understand your intentions. In this
game of charades, should the helper focus on your actions, or
also why you may have chosen one move over another?

The ability to collaborate and help each other is consid-
ered central to the success of our species (Tomasello et al.,
2005a,b). Helping is an interesting behavior from a cognitive
perspective, because it not only requires understanding the
perspective of another person’s beliefs and goals, but also co-
ordinating actions that serve their goals. Moreover, from the
perspective of the person being helped, prioritizing actions
that effectively communicate the goal early on may be criti-
cal, and in turn require understanding the perspective of the
helper. This ability to infer what others are thinking is broadly
referred to as theory of mind (ToM; Premack & Woodruff,
1978). ToM has been suggested to underlie social interaction
and cooperation, and is assumed to develop early on among
human infants (Warneken & Tomasello, 2006, 2007). While
there is a rich literature on the development of ToM and al-
truistic helping, relatively little is known about ToM and its
connection to helpful behaviors among human adults. Fur-
thermore, the ability to infer or derive conclusions about an

agent’s goals or beliefs that go beyond the available evidence,
i.e., pragmatic inference, appears to be a critical component
of ToM (Bergen et al., 2016; Goodman & Stuhlmüller, 2013),
but the extent to which pragmatic inference contributes to
helpful behaviors is a relatively unexplored question. Finally,
although language is ubiquitous is several contexts, learning
from observation or “non-verbal task learning” (NTL; Barbu
et al., 2010; Bentivegna et al., 2004; Kunda, 2019) is a crit-
ical component of social learning, and inferring task goals
via multiple modalities (visual, linguistic, etc.) is an active
area of research (Hinrichs & Forbus, 2014; Kirk et al., 2016).
Therefore, specifying the link between pragmatic inference
and helping behaviors in non-verbal contexts will not only
advance research on social cognition, but may also inform the
development of artificial assistive agents (Bobu et al., 2020;
Puig et al., 2020)

Consider the block-based environment shown in Figure 1.
The space is divided into three “rooms” (A, B, and C), each
of which are further subdivided into two sub-rooms (e.g., A1,
A2). There are blocks of different colors in each room. Imag-
ine that one agent (the “principal”) has been assigned a par-
ticular goal (e.g., move all blue blocks to room B1) and can
move one block on each turn to achieve the goal. The sec-
ond agent (the “helper”) has no knowledge of this goal, but
can choose to help the principal on each turn by moving a
block, or passing their turn. What kind of strategy should the
principal or helper employ to ensure that the goal is achieved
in a collaborative manner? For example, as shown by the
aqua and purple arrows, should the principal move the blue
block in A1 to C1, or the green block in B2 that is covering
a blue block to B1? From a purely goal-based perspective,
both moves bring the principal one step closer to achieving
the goal. However, one of these moves (aqua) is more likely
to clearly communicate the goal to the helper than the other,
and is therefore a more pragmatic move. From the helper’s
perspective, if they see the aqua move, is that sufficient evi-
dence for them to infer the principal’s goal, or do they need
more information before they can confidently assist the prin-
cipal by making the orange move?

In this paper, we investigated whether inverse planning
and pragmatic inference contribute to helpful behaviors in
humans, by proposing and evaluating a model of Bayesian
social reasoning within a utility-based framework (based on
prior work by Baker et al., 2009; Ho et al., 2021; Goodman &
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Figure 1: A block configuration in the current study. Rooms A, B, and C are divided into subrooms (A1, A2, etc.). The principal
is assigned a secret goal (e.g., move all blue blocks to room C) and can move one block per turn. The helper can pass their turn
or move a block, which could be helpful to the principal. The aqua and purple arrows show potential principal moves, and the
orange arrow shows a move considered by the helper after the aqua move has been made.

Frank, 2016). Our approach is related to previous approaches
discussed above, but asks a novel question: do humans em-
ploy pragmatic inference when engaging in helpful behav-
iors? We situate this question in the context of a collaborative
two-player assistance game shown in Figure 1, where princi-
pals are assigned secret goals on a two-dimensional grid of
colored blocks. On a given turn, principals move blocks to
achieve their goal, and helpers can either pass their turn or
assist the principal in achieving the goal by making a move.
Grid-based stimulus paradigms such as ours have been exten-
sively used in the planning and pragmatic inference literature
(e.g., Ho et al., 2021; Krych-Appelbaum et al., 2007; Mc-
Carthy et al., 2021). Such paradigms allow for fine-grained
experimental control over the scope of actions and hypothe-
ses and are an ideal framework for eliciting a broad array of
behaviors which lend themselves well to computational mod-
eling.

In the following sections, we describe our method-
ology and discuss the behavioral findings from a pre-
registered experiment (https://osf.io/q2p6b) conducted
online, where principals and helpers played several rounds
of assistance games with different goals. We then describe
a novel computational modeling framework that seeks to ex-
plain the behavioral patterns. In doing so, we motivate novel
intuitions for how humans seek and provide help in collabo-
rative contexts.

Methods
Participants
Two hundred participants were recruited in dyads from Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk (with “Masters” level qualification) as
well as the psychology subject pool at XYZ. Participants from
MTurk received $6 for their participation, and students were
either compensated in course credit or $5 gift cards. 89 dyads
completed the game, and based on exclusion criteria (incom-

plete games, too many moves, etc.), we excluded 9 additional
dyads, leading to a final sample of 80 dyads (N = 160), with
10 games per dyad, i.e., 800 total games.

Design and procedure
The game was programmed in nodeGame (Balietti, 2017) and
played online. All games were based on the block configura-
tion shown in Figure 1, with three rooms (A, B, and C), each
further sub-divided into two smaller rooms. Each configura-
tion consisted of ten colored blocks of three types (red, blue,
and green). Roles (principal and helper) were randomly as-
signed at the start of the game and remained constant for the
duration of the game. Players were encouraged to be coop-
erative (i.e., split the work as much as possible). Each dyad
played ten rounds with different goals, where goals could be
of five different types: moving a block from one room to an-
other (move), covering all blocks of a certain color with an-
other block (cover), uncovering all blocks of a certain color
(uncover), clearing a particular room by moving all blocks in-
side a room out of it (clear), and filling up a particular room
by covering all possible white spaces in the room (fill). Goals
were pseudo-randomly generated for each dyad, such that
each dyad received two goals of each type (move, cover, un-
cover, fill, clear) presented in a randomized order. The goals
were randomly chosen from a “goalspace” of 48 total goals,
and a goal was resampled from the same subtype if it required
less than 3 moves to complete based on the randomly gener-
ated starting configuration. The starting configuration of the
grid was randomized across participant dyads.

Behavioral results
To analyze the moves made by the principal and helper, we
first computed the minimum number of moves required to
achieve different goals across the games. For example, in
Figure 1, moving all blue blocks to C requires a minimum of
8 moves, which includes moving 5 unobstructed blue blocks,



moving the 1 green block that is covering the blue block in
B2, and then moving the 2 now-unobstructed blue blocks.
Next, we computed a utility measure for each move based on
whether it advanced the goal, and classified moves into three
categories: useful, inconsequential, and harmful. A move
was considered useful when it decreased the minimum num-
ber of moves required to achieve the goal, inconsequential
when the move had no immediate impact on the minimum
number of moves 1, and harmful when the move increased
the minimum number of moves required to achieve the goal.
We then examined the types of moves made by the principal
and helper over the course of the game.

Principals make useful moves
Figure 2 displays the types of moves made by principals
across all games. As shown, principals made significantly
more useful moves compared to harmful or inconsequential
moves, which was confirmed by a significant effect of move
type, F(2,130) = 162.85, p < .001.
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Figure 2: Types of moves made by the principal. Error bars
denote 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

Principals make pragmatic first moves
Next, we examined whether the moves made by the principal
were pragmatic by any means. To understand what counts as
a pragmatic move, consider two moves shown via the curved
arrows in Figure 1: moving a blue block from A1 to C1 (aqua
arrow) and moving the green block in B2 to uncover the blue
block underneath (purple arrow). From a utility perspective,
both these moves are “useful”, as they advance the goal of
moving all blue blocks to room C. However, the first move
intuitively feels like a better move than the second. To formal-
ize this intuition, we evaluated whether a given move elimi-
nated other possible goals from the hypothesis space consid-
ered by a potential helper. Specifically, when the utility of two

1Note that even though inconsequential moves do not advance
or harm the minimum moves in that instance of the game, they do
present an opportunity cost, i.e., more moves will have to be made
in total to achieve the goal
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Figure 3: Mean rank of useful first moves made by the princi-
pal; lower ranks indicate a move that eliminates more goals,
i.e., a pragmatic move. Error bars denote 95% bootstrapped
confidence intervals.

moves is identical and positive, a pragmatic move is one that
minimizes the total number of possible goals from a given
goalspace. For example, in Figure 1, moving the blue block
from A1 to C1 (aqua move) is consistent with the following
six goals: (1) moving blue blocks to C, (2) clearing A1, (3)
filling C1, (4) covering all red blocks, (5) clearing A, and (6)
move blue blocks to C1. On the other hand, moving the green
block above the blue block in B2 to B1 (purple move) is con-
sistent with the following 12 goals: (1) moving blue blocks to
A1, (2) moving green blocks to B1, (3) moving blue blocks
to C2, (4) moving blue blocks to A, (5) moving blue blocks to
A2, (6) moving blue blocks to C1, (7) moving blue blocks to
C, (8) uncovering all blue blocks, (9) clearing B2, (10) mov-
ing blue blocks to B1, (11) covering all red blocks, and (12)
filling B1. Therefore, even though both moves are “useful”,
moving the blue block from A1 to C1 is a more pragmatic
move, compared to the moving the green block from B2 to
B1, because it eliminates more goals.

To understand whether principals were making pragmatic
moves in the assistance game, we rank ordered each move
based on whether it was a useful move and how many other
goals it served. Then, we computed the rank of the actual em-
pirical move made by the principal, and compared this rank to
the mean rank of 1000 randomly sampled useful moves (with
replacement). In this way, we were able to evaluate whether
the useful moves made by the principal were more pragmatic
than what would be expected by chance. Figure 3 displays
the overall patterns. As shown, the mean rank of useful first
moves was significantly lower than what would be expected
by chance. This effect was confirmed by a significant effect
of rank (empirical vs. random), χ2(1, N = 1634) = 9.98, p
= .002. Therefore, when principals made useful first moves,
these moves were likely to be pragmatic moves that elimi-
nated more goals and assisted the helper.
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Figure 4: Types of moves made by the helper. Error bars
denote 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

Helpers tend to pass their turn a quarter of the time
We also examined the different types of moves made by the
helper during the course of the game. As a reminder, after the
first principal move, the helper had the option to either pass
their turn or help the principal by moving a block. Similar
to our analysis of principal moves, we classified each action
taken by the helper into whether it was useful, harmful, or
inconsequential. In addition, although a “pass” move is tech-
nically an inconsequential move because it does not change
the number of moves required to complete the goal, we con-
sidered pass moves as a special case in these analyses. Figure
4 displays the overall pattern. Helpers generally made more
useful moves, compared to other moves, F(3,258) = 85.71, p
< .001. However, helpers also chose to pass nearly a quarter
of the time.

Helpers accumulate evidence for goals over time
We next looked at whether this behavior of passing their turn
varied over the course of the game. As shown in Figure
5, over 40% of the first moves made by helpers were pass
moves. The frequency of passing decreased after the first
move, and helpers began to make useful moves over time.
This suggests that helpers preferred to gather more evidence
about the underlying goal in the initial stages of the game,
before they decided to help the principal.

Summary of behavioral results
Overall, our analysis of the gameplay showed that principals
and helpers successfully cooperated to achieve goals in the
games. We found that principals were able to understand the
goal and made pragmatic first moves that best communicated
the secret goal to the helper. We also found that helpers were
hesitant to actively provide help during the initial stages of the
game, and instead chose to pass their first turn. This behavior
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Figure 5: Proportion of helper moves as a function of move
order. Error bars denote 95% bootstrapped confidence inter-
vals.

likely reflects uncertainty about the goal space and/or the se-
cret goal. In the following section, we introduce and evaluate
a series of candidate models that seek to explain the behavior
of the principal and helper in the game, and therefore provide
a cognitively motivated computational perspective on helping
behaviors.

Computational modeling
Our computational framework formalizes helpful actions as
a combination of Bayesian pragmatic inference and utility
maximization. We first describe how the agents and ac-
tions within the assistance game map are encoded within a
Bayesian framework. Next, we describe a recursive reason-
ing process that underlies the actions of agents in this envi-
ronment, although we focus on relatively shallow levels of
recursive reasoning here. Finally, we compare a series of
computational models in the extent to which they account for
behavior in the current experiment, and specifically focus on
f irst moves made by the agents.

Overall framework
We assume that each assistance game begins with a configu-
ration c and a bounded goal space G consisting of 48 possi-
ble goals. The agents, the principal and helper, take turns to
achieve a secret goal, g ∈ G, which is known only to the prin-
cipal. For any given configuration, M is the set of all possible
moves. We further assume that the helper and principal re-
cursively reason about the other agent’s intentions and make
inferences based on their actions.

We define MINIMUMMOVES(g,c) as the minimum num-
ber of moves required to achieve a goal g for a configuration
c, i.e., the sum of total number of moves required to move
any unobstructed blocks that would achieve the goal and the
moves required to uncover the obstructed blocks and move
them to the desired location. We also define the function
s(m,c), which returns a new configuration after a move m has



been made on configuration c. Finally, we define u(m|g,c),
which represents the utility for move m given goal g and con-
figuration c by computing the difference between the mini-
mum moves before and after the move via

u(m|g,c) =MINIMUMMOVES(g,c)−
MINIMUMMOVES(g,s(m,c))

(1)

As described in the behavioral analyses, the utility of a
move is 1 (useful), 0 (inconsequential), or -1 (harmful) for
a given goal and configuration.

Baseline principal model Within this framework, one sim-
ple model of the principal is to maximize the utility of a given
move under the specific goal g and configuration c. However,
we assume that there is some decision noise in the process of
selecting moves to allow for the possibility of moves that are
inconsequential or (occasionally) even harmful. We model
the probability of move selection by a softmax,

p(mi|g,c) =
(

e
U(mi |g,c)

τd

)
/∑

j

(
e

U(m j |g,c)
τd

)
(2)

Baseline helper model We assume a helper that has two
tasks: inferring a goal distribution, and then evaluating how
different moves are consistent with the most likely goals.
Specifically, after receiving a specific move mi ∈ M from the
principal, the helper first computes the probability of each
goal gk ∈ G via

p(gk|mi) ∝ p(gk) ∏
m∈H

P(mi|gk) (3)

where H denotes the set of moves so far. Next, the helper
evaluates the expected utility of a move mi based on the like-
lihood of different goals via:

E(mi) = ∑
gk∈G

p(gk|mi)u(mi|gk) (4)

and then computes the probability of making each move via:

p(mi) =

(
e

E(mi)
τh

)
/∑

j

(
e(

E(m j)
τh

)
(5)

where τh denotes the temperature parameter for the helper,
which estimates the noise in selecting the appropriate move.
In this model, we consider passing as an inconsequential
move (i.e., u = 0), such that passing is possible but not “use-
ful” in advancing the goal.

Careful helper model While the model above is a reason-
able approximation of the cognitive processes that a helper
may employ, it is possible that uncertainty may also arise in
the decision to make a move versus pass a turn. Therefore,
we evaluate a second model that assigns a probabilistic deci-
sion rule to making a move. Specifically, after inferring a goal
distribution via Equation 3, the helper assesses the difference

between the two most likely goals, and assigns some proba-
bility to passing based on the difference in the goals scaled
with a parameter α, as follows:

p(pass) ∝ ln
1−α(gmax −gnext)

α(gmax −gnext)
(6)

Thus, the higher the difference between the most and next
most likely goal, the lower the probability of passing, which
in turn influences making a move, and probabilities obtained
from Equation 5 are renormalized accordingly.

Pragmatic principal model We model the pragmatic prin-
cipal by assuming that they make inferences about how their
actions may in turn inform the inferences made by the helper
about the underlying goal. Therefore, the pragmatic principal
attempts to choose actions that would increase the likelihood
of inferring the true goal, g, via:

p(mi|g) =
(

e
p(gk=g|mi)

τp

)
/∑

j

(
e

p(gk=g|m j)
τp

)
(7)

where τp denotes the temperature parameter for the pragmatic
principal.

Qualitative model performance
First, we qualitatively examined the probabilities of different
moves from Figure 1 based on the baseline and pragmatic
principal models2. As shown in Table 1, while the baseline
principal considers each useful move (aqua and purple) as
equal, the pragmatic principal assigns a higher probability to
the pragmatic move (aqua), consistent with the behavior of
the principal in the game.

Table 1: Move preference in principal and helper models

principal models
aqua move purple move

baseline 0.023 0.023
pragmatic 0.007 0.005

helper models
pass move orange move

baseline 0.001 0.045
careful 0.976 0.001

We also examined how the two helper models evaluated
different moves after the first principal move. For exam-
ple, after the principal makes the aqua move in Figure 1, the
helper might consider passing their turn or moving a block.
We evaluated the probability of passing versus making one
such move, the orange move, i.e., moving the blue block in
A2 to C1, in the two helper models3. As shown in Table 1,
while the baseline helper prioritizes making the orange move,
the careful helper prioritizes passing, even though the orange

2τd , τp, and τh were set to .2 for this demonstration
3τd and τh were set to .2, and α was set to 1 for this demonstration
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Figure 6: Simulated proportion of principal moves. Error bars
denote 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

move is useful. This is consistent with the actual behavior in
the game, where helpers chose to pass their initial turns, even
when they could have made useful moves.

Quantitative model performance
Finally, we obtained best-fitting parameter values at the par-
ticipant level for the first moves made by principals and
helpers, and then simulated first moves made by agents based
on these parameters. As shown in Figure 6, simulations from
both principal models mirrored the behavioral pattern in Fig-
ure 2. Additionally, we found that the pragmatic principal
model assigned lower ranks to empirical moves and preferred
them over other moves, compared to the baseline model, con-
firmed by a significant effect of model on ranks, t(1419.33) =
-18.08, p <.001. Similarly, as shown in Figure 7, while the
baseline helper prioritized useful first moves over all other
moves, the careful helper prioritized pass moves over other
first moves, therefore better mirroring the behavioral pattern
in Figure 5. Additionally, the careful helper also assigned
lower ranks to pass moves compared to the baseline helper,
confirmed by a significant interaction between model and
move type, χ2(3, N = 1600) = 300.53, p < .001.

Discussion
In this paper, we introduced a novel experimental paradigm
to study helping behaviors and evaluated a computational
modeling framework that conceptualized helping and being
helped as an inverse reasoning problem. We now discuss the
key insights from the behavioral patterns and computational
modeling of these assistance games.

Overall, both agents (principals and helpers) were able to
successfully cooperate and make useful moves that advanced
the goal for a given configuration. Importantly, we found that
the first moves chosen by principals were not only useful,
but also pragmatic. Specifically, when faced with a choice
between several useful moves, all of which would advance
the secret goal, principals chose moves that eliminated more
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Figure 7: Simulated proportion of helper moves. Error bars
denote 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

goals and were therefore more likely to nudge the helper in
the right direction. These behavioral patterns were also sup-
ported by a computational model that framed this problem of
being helped as an inverse reasoning problem, where (prag-
matic) principals reasoned about which move would have the
highest likelihood of communicating the secret goal to the
helper. This behavior is interesting because the principals
could have chosen randomly among the useful moves (which
would still achieve the goal), and suggests that principals
were pragmatically reasoning during the game. These results
are consistent with prior work on pedagogical and commu-
nicative demonstrations (Ho et al., 2021; Shafto et al., 2014),
but extend it to contexts where agents are not explicitly asked
to “show”, “demonstrate”, or “teach”. This tendency to en-
gage in demonstrative behaviors without explicit instructions
may be related to evolutionary benefits of engaging in coop-
erative behaviors (Bshary & Bergmüller, 2008).

On the other hand, despite pragmatic first moves made
by principals, helpers preferred to wait and evaluate the ev-
idence before choosing to make moves. This suggests that
helpers were possibly weighing the likelihood of different
goals in their decision to pass or act, and chose to act only
when they were confident of their inference. It is also possi-
ble that helpers were unclear about the hypothesis/goal space,
given the ill-defined problem space, and we hope to investi-
gate this issue in the future, in addition to exploring the entire
gameplay. Overall, these patterns are consistent with prior
work on information sampling, where agents tend to gather
evidence before committing to a plan (Ma et al., 2021), and
may also be related to the helper’s trust in the knowledge and
helpfulness of the principal (Eaves Jr & Shafto, 2012). In
future work, we hope to more carefully evaluate our model
predictions for the entire duration of the game as well as ex-
tend this basic experimental and computational framework to
address broader questions about the cognitive underpinnings
of helpful behaviors.
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